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Foundations on Friction Creep Piles in Soft Clays 
Sven Hansbo 
Tekn. Dr., Professor of Geotechnical Engineering, Chalmers University of Technology, Gothenburg 
~YNOPSIS. In this lecture, a new prin.ci~le for d~sign of buil.ding foundations on friction piles in soft, cohesive soils 
lS pre.sented •. Four case records on bmldings des1gned according to the new principle are analysed in respect of total 
and dlf~erent~al settlem~nt. In two cases, a comparison has been made with buildings on conventional friction piles. 
T?e saVlngs .m foun.da~lOn cost of the buildings designed with creep piles is evaluated in relation to buildings designed 
Wlth conventional fnct1on pile~. T~e lecture is a synthesis of ~esear_ch and development carried out together with Leif 
Jendeby, M.Sc., Chalmers Uruvers1ty of Technology and Rolf Kiillstrom, M.Sc., AB Jacobson & Widmark, Gothenburg. 
INTRODUCTION 
In Sweden, in a number of regions, the subsoil consists 
of soft, highly plastic clay to very great depths. For 
example, in the Uppsala and Gothenburg regions, clay 
deposits reach depths of over 100 m. Foundation on piles 
driven to refusal in underlying bearing strata will in 
these cases be very expensive and therefore friction 
piles have been extensively used for foundation pur-
poses. Important research and development of this 
foundation technique was carried through by two out-
standing pioneers in this field of geotechnical engi-
neering: Wendel (1900) and Hultin (1928). Their work 
increased the understanding of friction pile behaviour 
and formed a basis for friction pile design. The present 
design of conventional friction piles, according to the 
Swedish Building Code, is based on the assumption that 
the piles should carry the total load of the building with 
a factor of safety against pile failure under working 
conditions of at least 3. The failure load of the piles is 
generally estimated on a theoretical basis from the un-
drained shear strength determined in situ be means of 
the field vane test or on laboratory samples by means of 
the fall-cone test (Hansbo, 1957). Full-scale loading 
tests are exceptional. 
Due to the extensive lengths of the friction piles, re-
quired to reach sufficiently high bearing capacity, these 
often have had to be spliced twice which, of course, 
increases the foundation cost. Therefore with the 
present decline in the economy, more cost-effective 
solutions than those relating to conventional friction piles 
have become increasingly desirable. 
One of the first modifications of the principle for the 
design of friction piles, used in order to reduce the cost 
of piling, was made in connection with the reconstruction 
of Ostra Nordstan, Gothenburg (Hansbo et.al., 1977). 
Here old foundation principles, sprung from sound engi-
neering judgement and long experience, were revived 
and modified, on the basis of modern geotechnical 
science, to fulfill present foundation demands. 
NEW PRINCIPLE OF DESIGN 
Encouraged by the positive experience of the foundation 
of Ostra Nordstan, which was designed by J&W (AB 
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Jacobson & Widmark), the same firm took another step 
forward in the utilization of friction piles by introducing 
a new design principle. According to this design prin-
ciple the building is founded on a piled raft. The load of 
the building in excess of the preconsolidation (maximum 
past) pressure of the clay is assumed to be carried by 
the piles while the remaining load (i.e. the stress in-
crement up to the preconsolidation pressure) is assumed 
to be carried by direct contact pressure at the raft/soil 
interface. The design load of the piles chosen is equal to 
the so-called "creep load", meaning the pile load that 
causes a state of creep failure. 
In cases where the average net load increase exceeds the 
preconsolidation pressure of the clay, the object of creep 
piling is obviously not to eliminate but to reduce consoli-
dation settlement. The latter is achieved by the fact that 
the stress increment exceeding the preconsolidation 
pressure of the clay is transferred to greater depths 
where the preconsolidation pressure is higher. Yet 
another advantage is attained. Since the piles are in a 
state of creep failure, the design of the raft with regard 
to the influence of the piles is made simpler: the piles 
can be considered as upward point loads equal to the 
creep load. Moreover, the piles can be distributed in 
such a way that the differential settlement of the build-
ing is minimized which, in turn, generally also repre-
sents the most cost-effective solution. 
THE CREEP FAILURE LOAD 
The ideas behind the creep failure load emanate from 
modern research into the effect of strain rate on the 
undrained shear strength of clay (e. g. Bjerrum, 1971; 
Hansbo, 1972; Torstensson, 1973; Hansbo, 1975). 
For example, it has been shown that the shape of the 
stress-strain curve observed in the field vane test is 
very much dependent on the rate of rotation of the 
vane. It has also been shown that creep failure of clay 
will take place in the undrained triaxial test at main-
tained loads well below the conventional failure loads. A 
synthesis of the results obtained indicates that there is 
a certain lower limit below which shear failure in creep 
will not take place. This lower limit is named here the 
"creep strength" of the clay. 
A suitable procedure for determination of the creep 
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strength, in practice, is to carry out field vane tests 
with different rates of rotation of the vane (different 
times to failure). In theory, only three different rates 
are required, but due to the natural variation in soil 
characteristics which may give rise to unacceptable 
values, four to five rates of rotation are preferable 
(Fig. 1). From the values thus determined, the shear 
strength T ft at a certain time to failure, t, can be 
obtained from the relation (Hansbo, 1971 and 1975). 
(1) Tft/Tfu=A+Blg(t0 /t+C) 
in which A, B and C are empirical parameters 
Tf = conventionally determined undrained shear 
u strength (shear stress leading to failure after 
time t 0 approximately 1 minute). 
The creep ~trength Tfcr is . ob~ained at infinitely low 
strain rate, 1.e. when f ..,. "'m Eq. (1). 
Hence, 
(2) T fcr/T fu=A+BlgC 
An alternative to Eq. ( 1) was given by Torstcnsson 
(1973) through the relation 
(3) 
where a and 13 are empirical parameters, but this relation 
obviously does not permit calculation of what is defined 
here as creep strength. 
The problem of finding the parameter values A to C is 
easily resolved. Thus, experience has shown that the 
influence of C on the results obtained by Eq. (1) is 
negligible (at least for Scandinavian clays) when t 0 /t is 
above about 0. 05. Therefore, first A and B can be 
solved for two values of t 0 /t>O. 05 and then C for some 
value t 0 /t<O. 05. The values of A, B and C that give the 
best fit between calculation and observation are chosen. 
The correlation between Eqs. (1) and (3) and observa-
tional data for Backebol clay is demonstrated in Fig. 1. 





time to failure, min. 
Normalized undrained shear strength (Tf /Tf) 
determined by the field vane test in t u 
Backebol clay vs. time to failure. Vane allowed 
one day's rest in the clay before test was car-
ried out. Tfu is shear strength determined by 
conventional field vane test. Soil characteris-
tics: natural water content w = 80-90%; fall-
cone liquid limit WL = 70-80%; plastic limit wp= 
= 30-40%. Parameters used in Eq. (1): A= 1.17; 
B 0. 125; C = 0. 15x 1 o- 3 - in Eq. ( 3) ; a = 1 • 17; 
s = -0.05. 
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The vane tests whose results are given in Fig. 1 differ 
from conventional tests in that before the tests were 
carried out, the vane was allowed one day's rest in the 
soil. This explains why the normalized shear strengih at 
1 minute's time to failure is not equal to unity. Whether 
or not this will affect the creep strength is, to our 
knowledge, not yet investigated. 
However, the results obtained can be compared with 
another method for determining the creep failure load of 
a pile, namely to carry out full-scale pile loading tests. 
Then, each load step should be kept constant during, 
say, 16 minutes (with readings after 2, 4, 8 and 16 
minutes). The creep settlement of the pile from 2 to 16 
min is plotted vs. pile load. The creep load corresponds 
to the point on the curve where it has its minimum 
radius of curvature and after which creep is increasing 
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Fig. 2 Result of pile loading test carried out at the 
Backebol test site. Soil characteristics given 
in Fig. 1. Pile length 6 m. Pile diameter 0.14m. 
Studying the results shown in Fig. 2, we find that the 
creep load is 16. 5 kN and the failure load - evaluated 
according to r,Jazurkiewicz (1972) - is 26.5 kN. This 
gives P /Pf = 0.62. This value is very nearly equal to 
the nor8J~Hzed creep strength value obtained from Fig. 1 
if this is divided by the normalized shear strength 
obtained at 1 I:Jinute's time to failure: 0. 72/1.2 = 0.60. 
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The creep failure load of a pile can now be calculated 
under the assumption that the creep strength of the clay 
is fully mobilized along the pile/clay interface. On the 
calculation, regard must be paid to the influence of the 
. shape of the piles (full values used for conical piles; 
80 % of the values for cylindrical piles). 
Although the determination of the creep strength is very 
simple in principle, it is time-consuming and costly and, 
therefore, in reality only a quite restricted number of 
such tests can be carried out, generally only one per 
building site. It is then assumed, by experience, that 
the ratio T f IT f remains constant throughout the soil 
profile. cr · u 
CREEP STRENGTH INVESTIGATIONS AT SITES OF 
OBSERVATION 
Four case histories including buildings situated in the 
town districts Stamp en , Gullbergsvass, Olskroken and 
Aby, in the Gothenburg-Molndal region, will now be 
presented. 
At these sites field vane tests with different strain rates 
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time to failure, min. 
at a time to failure of 1 minute. This would give the 
following creep strengths: 0.66 Tr11 at Stampen; 0.~0 Tfli 
at Gullbergsvass; 0. 6 7 Tf at Olsx-roken and 0 • 7 8 fu a 
Aby. u 
OFFICE BUILDING, STAMPEN 
The soil consists of 0. 5-l. 5 m fill underlain by . 30-40 m 
of soft, highly plastic clay on c~he_sionless sedimentaX:Y 
soil or till. Typical soil character1st1cs are presented_ tn 
Fig. 4. The clay is lightly overconsolidated. At the ttme 
of the soil investigation, the preconsolidation pressure 
exceeded the effective overburden pressure by about 
30-40 kPa. The virgin compression rati_? _CR=C c!. ( l+eg) 
varies between 0. 4 and 0. 55. The butldtng, .t1g • . • 
which was constructed in 1974-75, is an office that lS 
7 storeys high on part of the area and 1-3 on the . re.st • 
The lower parts are connected to an old bU:l~ng 
founded on t_z'aditional friction piles. The w~ole butldmg 
area (2300 m ) is provided with a car park tn the base-
ment. The basement floor is 2. 5-3 m below street lev~l. 
The average load of the building and the r:et ~oad. m-
crease (total load minus load of excavated sotl) lS gtven 
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Fig. 3 Normalized undrained shear strength (Tft/Tfu) determined by the field vane test and the theoretical 
correlation according to Eq. (1). 
a) Stampen, 10m depth (open circles, full line): 
in Eq. (1) A= 1.22; B = 0.16; C = 2.7x10- 3 • 
Gullbergsvass, 12m depth (triangles, broken 
line): In Eq. (1) A= 1.33; B = 0.26; 
C = 8.2x10- 3 • 
Aby, 10m depth (inked-in circles,dotted-dash 
1 ine): In Eq. (1) A = 1.15; B = 0.07; 
c = 0.3x1o-a. 
From Eq. (2), we find for the four sites Stampen, 
Gullbergsvass, Olskroken and Aby that Tf /Tfl is equal 
to 0. 81, 0. 79, 1. 00 and 0. 90 respectively. cr 
Due to the restricted number of long-term field vane 
tests and the scattering observed, the values of Tf /T_f· 
to be used for calculating the creep failure load 8f tl'i~ 
piles will have to be chosen conservatively. One 
plausible assumption, based upon the results of the 
previously mentioned pile loading tests, is that the 
respective ratios T f /Tfl given above should be 
corrected by dividing ftteil'" values by the value obtained 
915 
b) 01 skroken, 10 m depth (open circles) and 18 m 
depth (inked-in circles). In Eq. (1) A = 1.50; 
B = 0.21; c = 4.3x1o- 3 • 
is obtained only below the part of the building with 
7 floors. Therefore, this is the only part which is 
founded on a creep piled raft. 
The piles are of wood and are 12 m in length. Their 
creep failure load has been calculated on the assumption 
that the creep strength of the clay is 60 % of the con-
ventional undrained shear strength. This gives a creep 
failure load of 100 kN. Now the design of the piled raft 
is ma_de under. the a~sumption that the total average net 
load mcrease 1s earned by the creep piles. Accordin§' to 
this design principle, one pile is required per 4 m of 
raft area. 
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Fig. 4 Geotechnical characteristics of subsoil at 
Stampen. 
10 20m 
~ 7 storeys+ basement; creep piles 
~ 3 • 11 ; no piles 
~ ., " ; no piles 
Fig . 6 Loading conditions .and distribution of settle-
ment below the office, Stampen, obtained for 
8 years after it was completed. 
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Fig . 5 View of the office, Stampen 
a 1-3 store-ys, no plleos 








Fig . 7 Average settlement of the office, Stampen, vs. 
time. 
The settlement distribution, 8 years after the completion 
of the building, is presented in Fig. 6. We find that the 
settlement varies from round 15 to 30 mm. The maximum 
differential settlement amounts to about 1: 800. 
The average settlement vs. time is given in Fig. 7. 
FACTORY, GULLBERGSVASS 
The building, Fig. 8, is situated in an area which was 
reclaimed by in- filling of the river Gota Alv in the 
middle of the 19th century and built on in 1880- 1890. 
The soil consists of 2 . 5-3 m fill underlain by soft, 
highly plastic clay to a depth of at least 50 m. The clay 
contains gyttja (necron mud) to a depth of round 15 m. 
It also contains shells. Typical soil characteristics are 
presented in Fig. 9. The preconsolidation pressure 
exceeds the effective overburden pressure (prevailing at 
the time of the site investigation) to a depth of approxi-
mately 6 m by about 20 kPa and between depths 20 and 
25 m by about 50- 60 kPa. At other depths the clay can 
be considered as being normally consolidated. The virgin 
compression ratio, CR, varies between 0. 4 and 0. 5 . 
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Fig. 8 View of factory, Gullbergsvass 
The building, which was constructed in 1979-19~0 , con-
sists of a factory built on an area of 2750 m and a 
company dwelling on a site area of 1300 m . 
The factory is in concrete. It is provided with a base-
ment (with the floor 4. 4-5 m below street level) and with 
2-3 storeys above street level, see Fig. 10. As can be 
seen from Fig. 10, no average net load increase is 
obtained, Therefore, the factory is founded on an essen-
tially unpiled raft foundation and creep piles are used 
only for the purpose of taking the pressure peaks 
caused by the column loads and front walls. The piles 
below internal columns are of wood and 18 m in length. 
Under the front walls, 18 m long wooden piles, spliced 
with 8 m long concrete piles, have been used. The creep 
failure load is calculated on the assumption that the 
creep strength of the clay is 60 % of the conventional 
undrained shear strength. This gives a calculated creep 
failure load of 190 kN for the unspliced piles and 330 kN 
for the spliced piles. The direct upward pressure at the 
soil/raft interface is assumed to be equal to 35-60 kPa 
while the creep piles are assumed to carry the rest of 
the total2 average load, 10-15 kPa. This gives one pile 
per 20 m of raft area. 
The raft is cast in watertight concrete. A drainage layer 
h_as been placed underneath the raft so as to make pos-
Slble a controlled and evenly distributed water pressure 
of 30 kPa. Thus, the effective clay pressure at the 
raft/soil interface will be reduced to only 5-30 kPa. 
The company dwelling is a 1-storey building of wood, 
partly without and partly with a basement. 
The part of the dwelling without a basement is founded 
on a grillage of prefabricated concrete elements sup-
ported by concrete beams that are cast in-situ and rest 
on conventional friction piles (18 m long wooden ~les 
spliced with 5 m long concrete piles; one per 12 m of 
raft area). 
The part of the dwelling with a basement is founded on 
a piled raft. Of the total average foundation pressure, 
25 kPa is assumed to be carried by direct contact 
pressure at the raft/soil interface, while 15 kPa is 
assumed to be carried by 18 m long creep piles. In this 
case the creep failure pad of the piles is 170 kN. This 
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Fig. 9 Geotechnical characteristics of subsoil at 
Gull bergsvass 
As can be seen in Fig. 10, the settlement 3 years after 
the completion of the foundation varies from about 20 to 
45 mm. A maximum differential settlement of around 1 : 400 
is obtained at the stair-well in the factory, close by the 
company dwelling. For the low part without piles (seen 
in the front of the factory, Fig. 8) a differential settle-
ment of around 1:300 is observed. However, this part is 
just provisional. 
The average settlement vs. time observed for the factory 
(founded on creep piles) and for the dwelling (founded 
on conventional friction piles) is presented in Fig. 11. 
RESIDENTIAL BUILDINGS, OLS KROKEN 
Two nearby houses, Fig. 12, one founded on creep piles 
and the other on conventional friction piles, were 
selected for a case study made possible through financial 
support from the National Board for Technical Develop-
ment (STU). 
The foundations of the two buildings were carefully 
monitored with piezometers at different depths beneath 
the buildings, settlement gauges. hydraulic load cells 
(flat jacks) for measuring the pile loads and Glotzr cells 
for measuring the contact stresses at the soil/raft inter-
face, Fig. 13. 
The subsoil at the site of the buildings consists of soft, 
highly plastic clay underlain by sand and gravel on till 
or rock. The thickness of the clay layer under the 
buildings varies between 35 and 55 m. The clay depth 
below the instrumented parts of the buildings is between 
45 and 50 m. Typical geotechnical characteristics of the 
clay are presented in Fig. 14. With regard to possible 
variations in groundwater level. the clay can be con-
sidered normally consolidated. The virgin compression 
ratio CR varies between 0. 4 and 0. 65. 
Before the clearance, this sector of the town was dense-
ly built over with 3-storey houses constructed with the 
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tO 
50-70 kPa (0) 
1 storey+basement; no piles 
2-3 storeys+basement: creep 
factory 
1 storey+basement ; creep piles }d 1 . we lmg 
1 storey; conventional friction piles 
Fig. 10 Settlement distribution below factory, 
Gullbergsvass, measured 3 years after 
completion of ·its foundation 
first storey of stone and the upper storeys of wood. The 
lighter parts of these houses were founded on wooden 
mats, the heavier parts (chimneys, fire walls and front 
walls) on 1-2 m thick stone walls on short, closely 
spaced wooden piles. 
Building on conventional friction piles 
This is a 4-storey concrete building with a bottom area 
of 50 m by 14 m. Space for water pipes and sewers is 
located below the bottom floor. The foundation beams are 
cast in-situ. The rest of the house is constructed of 
prefabricated concrete elements. Tfe average weight of 
the house is approximately 6.5 t/m , which gives a total 
load of 46.4 r.!N. The house is founded in full accordance 
with the rules given in the Swedish Building Code, SBN 
75. This means that the pile foundation is designed so as 
to carry the total load of the house (no support by 
direct contact pressure of the soil) with a safety factor 
of 3 against short-term pile failure. The piles utilized 
consist of 18 m long wooden piles spliced with 10 m long 
concrete piles, 270 mm in side length. The total number 
of piles then required is 211. 
The "grillage" of foundation beams, Fig. 15 , can be 












A - Foundation work- incl. the raft 
S.- Framework (2-3 storeys) 
B,- Framework and c I adding 
C- Cladding 
· (1 slor .. y ) 
(2-3 stor<>ys) 
o 1 storey. conveniional friction piles 
o 1 storey, creep piles 
< 2- 3 storeys, creep piles 
time, years 
Fig. 11 Average settlement of the factory, Gullbergsvas~ 
vs. time. 
Fig. 12 View of residential buildings, Olskroken. The 
building on creep piles seen to the left, the 
one on conventional piles to the right. 
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• pile with pile load cell 
o contact pressure meter (Giotzl) 
o pore pressure gauges 
9 bellow-hose settlement gauge 
Fig. 13 Monitoring of residential building, Olskroken, 
on creep piles. 
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Fig . 14 Geotechnical characteristics of subsoil, 
Olskroken. 
Fig. 15 View of foundation structure of the residential 
building, Olskroken, on conventional friction 
piles. 
Building on creep piles 
As in the former case, the building on creep piles is a 
4-storey concrete building but its bottom area is larger -
7 5 m by 12 m. The building is completely cast in -situ. 
The basement is mostly utilized as a space for sewers 
and water pipes but it also contains an air-raid shelter. 
The raft consists of a 0. 4 m thick plate of watertight 
concrete, and the basement as a whole can be considered 
as being quite rigid. 
The :r-verage weight of the house is approximately 
6 t/m . 
Since the clay is normally consolidated, the net increase 
in vertical pressure, caused by the weight of the build -
ing, will have to be carried by the creep piles while the 
load that corresponds to the weight of the soil, exca-
vated for the basement, is carried by direct contact 
pressure at the soil/raft interface . However, for the 
919 
sake of safety ~gainst possible variations in groundwater 
level, the des1gn contact pressure is assumed to be 
equal to 23 kPa whereas the excavated soil corresponds 
to a pressure decrease of 30 kPa at the foundation level. 
The piles. used ~or the foundation consist of 18 m long 
:-voo~en plies sphced with 8 m long concrete piles, o. 3 m 
m diameter. The creep failure load of these piles cal-
c~late~ on the basis of the creep strength of th~ clay 
(m th1s c~se 70 % of the conventional undrained shear 
s~rength) 1s 330 kN. This gives a total number of 104 
p1les . 
Precoring was used to reduce as much as possible dis-
turbance effects on the clay due to pile driving. 
Results 
The amount of observations assembled during the period 
of study .is v.ery extensive (Jendeby, 1983), and, 
therefore, m th1s paper only the most interesting facts 
have been. selected for presentation. These will give a 
general p1cture of the correlation between the basic 
assumptions used in the design of the foundation (pile 
loads; contact stresses at the soil/raft interface) and the 
settlement of the building on creep piles as compared to 
the settlement of the building on conventional friction 
piles. 
The results of the pile load and contact stress observa-
tions are given in Figs. 16 through 18. 
Obviously, the design assumptions. used in the two cases 
are justified. 
In the case of the building on conventional friction piles, 
we find that the contact stresses are negligible except 
for those at the beginning of the construction period, 
when the rigidity of the concrete foundation beams had 
not yet been established (the casting period) . After the 
rigidity of the foundation was established the contact 
stresses were more or less reduced to zero. Conse-
quently, the load of the building is carried completely 
by the piles, as assumed. 
In the case of the building on creep piles, the picture is 
quite different. The contact stresses are found to carry 
the part of the load that causes a stress increase up to 
the preconsolidation pressure, while the other part is 
carried by the piles. The real behaviour is thus in full 
agreement with the assumptions behind this new principle 
of design. 
§~!!.~~fll_!t 
The settlement distribution H years after the completion 
of the frameworks of the buildings is presented in Figs. 
19 and 20. We find that the settlement varies between 17 
and 27 mm for the building on conventional friction piles 
and between 15 and 20 mm for the one on creep piles. 
The maximum differential settlement is 1:900 in the 
former case and 1: 1500 in the latter case. 
From the geotechnical point of view, the main obje.ct of 
using creep piles in the foundation technique, namely to 
reduce differential settlement , has doubtless been 
achieved . As regards the total average settlement, the 
difference between the two buildings is more or less 
·negligible and the period since the buildings were com-
pleted is too short to permit a prediction of the long-
term consolidation settlement (Fig. 21). The rate of 
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Fig. 16 Measured pile loads and contact stresses at 
the soil/foundation slab interface of the 
residential building on conventional friction 













~ A adjacent to lift-shaft 
Q) 10 B center of building ~ c front walls 
0 
y7 ~0 1,1 ~ ""7 ~0 1982 
Fig. 17 Measured contact stresses at the soil/raft 
interface of the residential building on creep 
piles. 
settlement seems at present almost equal for both build'-
ings. Some indication of the consolidation settlement, yet 
to come, is obtained from the excess pore pressure 
readings {Fig. 22) . The average excess pore pressure 
from 10 to 40 m depth is round 20 kPa for the conven-
tional building one year after completion of its framework 
and 14 kPa for the building an creep piles six months 
after completion of its framework. With reservation for 
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Fig. 18 Measured pile loads in the residential building 
on creep piles. 
10m 
Fig. 19 Settlement distribution 1~ years after comple-
tion of the framework of the residential build-
ing on conventional friction piles. 
10m 
Fig. 20 Settlement distribution 12 years after comple-
tion of the framework of the residential build-
; ng on creep piles. 
distribution as well as variations in compressibility with 
depth, we have reason to believe that the final consoli-
dation settlement in both cases will be approximately 
equal. 
STORAGE BUILDING, ABY 
The soil consists of lightly overconsolidated, soft, highly 
plastic clay to at least 40 m depth. The clay has a 1-1.5 
m thick dry crust. Typical soil characteristics are pre-
sented in Fig. 23. The virgin compression ratio, CR, of 
the clay varies between 0. 5 and 0. 65. 
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Fig. 21 Average settlement vs. time, observed at 
Olskroken. 1. Residential building on 
conventional friction piles. 2. Residential 




















'ig. 22 Excess pore pressure 
distribution with depth, 
observed at Olskroken. 
1. Building on conven-
tional friction piles, 
one year after comple-
tion of the framework. 
2. Building on creep 
piles, half a ·year after 
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40 
he building (Fig. 24) which was constructed in 1980-
~81, has 2 storeys and no basement. It is constructed 
1 prefabricated concrete. The front walls are made of 
ght c~crete. The building covers an area of 
).000 m • 
he house is founded on a creep piled raft 150 mm 
dck. Of the total foundation pressure (in this case 
1ual to the net load) , 15-20 kPa is assumed to be 
trried by contact pressure at the raft/soil interface 
hile 5-10 kPa is assumed to be carried by the piles. 
ne creep piles are placed under concrete beams cast 
ong the column rows. They are 18 m long wooden piles 
11iced with 3 m long concrete piles. The creep failure 
ad has been calculated on the assumption that the 
-eep strength of the clay is 75 % of the conventional 
1drained shear strength. This pves a pile load of 
0 kN. Thus, one pile per 30 m of raft areas is re-
dred. 
1e settlement distribution, 2 years after the completion 
the foundation, is presented in Fig. 25. The settle-
mt varies from about 10 to 20 mm. The maximum 
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Fig. 23 Geotechnical characteristics of subsoil at Aby. 
Fig. 24 View of storage building, Aby. 
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Fig. 25 Settlement distribution below storage building, 
Aby, 2 years after completion of its foundation 
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Fig. 26 Average settlement of storage building, Aby, 
vs. time. 
CONCLUSIONS 
Judging from the case records presented in this paper, 
the new principle of foundation design has turned out to 
be a sound and cost-effective alternative to conventional 
friction piling. The savings in total foundation costs as 
compared to conventional friction piling, in Swedish 
crowns, is estimated at 0. 3 million for the office at 
Stampen, 1 million for the factory and company dwelling 
at Gullbergsvass and 1. 5 million for the building at Aby 
(all costs refer to the time of construction of the 
different buildings). In the Olskroken case, the founda-
tion cost for the two buildings studied is approximately 
the same but a more useful basement has been achieved 
in the building on creep piles. 
The differential settlement observed in, for example, the 
factory, Gullbergsvass, may seem very close to accept-
able limits, but in reality a large percentage of these 
differential settlements have taken place before the 
structural rigidity of the building is established 
(Fig. 11) . Therefore, most probably, a large tolerance 
still remains for a possible increase in differential 
922 
settlement before any damage will be caused to the 
structures. As a matte:r of fact, most of the settlement 
represents "elastic" settlement due to preloading during 
the construction period. 
The case records presented show clearly that from a 
technical standpoint foundations on creep piles as com-
pared to those on conventional friction piles are of equl!l 
or even higher merit. Above all, the new design prin-
ciple of creep pile foundations seems to offer very good 
possibilities for minimizing differential settlement. 
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